A complete library of conflict simulation games is now available to you!

Seventy games are presented for your selection from Simulations Publications' complete line of Simulations Series Games. Every period in history is covered, from 3,000 B.C. to the far future. Every game is attractively boxed using the specially designed, compartmented, plastic tray seen below.

GAMES OF WORLD WAR TWO

WORLD WAR II: The European Theater of Operations

The entire European war on a grand strategic level, seasonal turns, Air, land, and sea operations. Many new concepts.

NORMANDY: The Invasion of Europe, 1944

British and American amphibious forces storm the beaches of Normandy in Nazi-occupied France. Simulation provides for variable force levels, invasion beaches and paratroops.

DESERT WAR: Tactical Warfare in North Africa

Platoon level game simulating the last major German offensive in the Soviet Union. Includes air units and fortifications.

TURNING POINT

(formerly "The Battle of Stalingrad")

The Soviet attack that crushed the stalled German Sixth Army, and which proved to be the turning point of the war. 16 alternate scenarios.

DESTRUCTION OF ARMY GROUP CENTER

The Soviet Summer Offensive, 1944

Operational level simulation of the catastrophic battle on the Eastern Front that destroyed an entire Nazi Army Group.

BARBAROSSA: The Russo-German War, 1941-45

From Hitler's invasion to the Battle of Berlin, this multi-scenario strategic level game re-creates the entire sweep of the Eastern Front.

EL ALAMEIN: Battles in North Africa, 1942

A triple-scenario game depicting the attempt by Rommel's Afrika Korps to defeat the British Eighth Army at Alamein.

MOSCOW CAMPAIGN

Strike and Counterstrike: Russia 1941

Operational simulation of the Nazi drive on Moscow in the Fall of '41. Scenarios for 24 alternate games are provided.

COMMAND COMBAT

Tactical Combat in Europe, 1944

German and American armoured platoons clash in six scenarios re-creating typical tactical situations on the Western Front.

BATTLEGRO: The Battle of the Ardennes, 1944

A more complex recreation of the Battle of Bulge. Provides a more detailed simulation of the German "traffic jam" problem.

BREAKOUT & PURSUIT

The Battle for France, 1944

Allied armies chase the Germans to the Rhine in a reverse blitzkreig. Operational game with strong logistical features.

LOST BATTLES

Tactical/Operational Combat in Russia, 1944

German battles and Soviet regiments clash in four scenarios representative of the fierce combat of the Eastern Front.

SNIPER: House-to-House Fighting in WWII

Unique man-to-man combat simulation employing simultaneous movement rules to re-create urban warfare in Europe and the U.S.S.R.

BATTLE OF MOSCOW

The German Drive on Moscow, 1941

The Nazi offensive designed to secure the Soviet capital before the onset of winter. Heavy logistical and weather treatment.

"CA": Tactical Naval Warfare in the Pacific, 1941-45

Ship-to-ship combat set in the waters around Guadalcanal. Ten scenarios employing battleships, cruisers and destroyers.

SOLOMONS CAMPAIGN

Air, Land, and Sea Warfare in the Pacific, 1942

Operational level re-creation of this critical campaign of the U.S.-Japanese War. Game uses simultaneous movement rules.

SPITFIRE

Tactical Aerial Combat in Europe, 1939-42

Plane to plane action between the Luftwaffe and the Allied airforces. Air forces include the Me 109, FW 190, Spitfire and Hurricane (and many others).

WINTER WAR The Russo-Finnish Conflict, 1939-1940

Tiny Finland tries to stem the invading Red Army. Game includes special political events which could have radically altered the outcome.

WAR IN THE EAST: Germany vs. Russia, 1941-45

Grunt quadruple map, operational/strategic re-creation of the Ironic German-Soviet struggle, 200 counters, 200+ rules.

SEELÖWE: The German Invasion of Britain, 1940

A fascinating "what-if" game of Operation Sealion, the never-executed amphibious assault on Britain.

USN: The War in the Pacific, 1941-43

All the essential elements of air, land, and sea combat are represented in all encompassing, strategic level game on the decisive years of the war with Japan.

THE ARDENNES OFFENSIVE

The Battle of the Bulge, December 1944

Perhaps the most dramatic battle of WWII, this simulation of the desperate German offensive in December 1944 covered in detail.

GAMES OF WORLD WAR ONE

1918: Germany's Last Chance in the West

The German attempt to break the deadlock in the West by the use of Stosstruppen (truck troops) trained in infiltration tactics.

THE MARINE: Home Before the Leaves Fall

The most crucial battle of WWII I, August 1914. The first and last chance for decisive victory that could have prevented the shattering consequences of trench warfare.

SOLDIERS: Tactical Combat, 1914-15

Simulates the last two years of the war. Two very important nights before the trench lines were constructed and artillery duels began.

FLIGHT OF THE GOEBEN

WW I Naval Operations in the Mediterranean

The dramatic hunt for the marauding German battleship, Goeben, caught in the Med at the outbreak of WW I.

FLYING CIRCUS

Tactical Aerial Combat, 1915-18

Plane-to-plane combat in the age of the "knights of the air."

GAMES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR

1 August to 2 September 1870

Re-creates the decisive early stage of this little-known conflict. Game uses hidden unit and intelligence rules.

WILDERNESS CAMPAIGN

Lee vs. Grant, 1864

An operational level American Civil War game utilizing simultaneous movement and hidden units. Five scenarios.

RIFLE & SABER

Tactical Combat, 1860-1890

A half-dozen scenarios using famous battles of the last half of the 19th Century, from the Civil War to the Boer War.

LEE MOVES NORTH

(formerly "Lee at Gettysburg")

Actually two distinct games in one, this simulation of the battles of Antietam and Gettysburg uses hidden movement, reconnaissance, and leadership rules.

THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, 1861-65

Grand strategy simulation of the crucial war our country ever experienced. Includes land, sea, and rail units.

BORDINO:

Napoleon in Russia, 1812

Operational level simulation of the only major battle between the Russian and French armies before Moscow.

AUSTERTLITZ Battle of Three Emperors, 2 Dec 1805

One of Napoleon's greatest victories. Game is played on the operational level using an elegantly simple game-system. A tense, balanced game.

LEIPZIG: Napoleon vs. Europe, 1813

Strategic level game pursues Napoleon's army into Prussia. Eight scenarios and a combined Campaign game.

1812: The Campaigns of Napoleon in Russia

A unique double game, containing two complete sets of components using completely separate game-systems to simulate the same historical events of Napoleon.

LA GRANDE ARMEE

The Campaigns of Napoleon in Central Europe, 1805, 1806, 1809

Actually three different games in one, sharing the same battlefield map and counters but, nevertheless, accuracy portraying the critical elements of Napoleon's strategy as they came to bear in his French army's campaigns against the Austrians, Russians, and Portuguese. A well-balanced game incorporating many political "what-if's."
STRAEGY & TACTICS is a magazine. It's also a tool: a paper time machine that enables you to replay the crucial events — past, present, and future — that shape our lives. Now, instead of merely reading about what happened, you can explore and experience the alternatives and decision points through the fascinating technique of conflict simulation.

What is conflict simulation?
Conflict simulation is a way of analyzing a military or political conflict situation. A way that is as intellectually stimulating as a game of chess and as thorough as a written analysis. Through the use of the conflict simulation (or "game") format, an historic battle situation is re-created — so that you are in a position to make the vital decisions and, in the game at least, change the way things were, are, or will be.

What you get
STRAEGY & TACTICS magazine is published bi-monthly. Each issue contains:
- A ready-to-play conflict simulation game including a 22x28" playing surface, die-cut cardboard playing pieces, and complete rules.
- An original, full-length analytical article dealing with the same subject as the game.
- Another intensive feature-length article on a different area of military history.

Games recently published in STRATEGY & TACTICS include YEAR OF THE RAT (the Communist Spring Offensive in Vietnam, 1972), "CA" (tactical surface warfare in the Pacific, 1941-45), KAMPFPANZER (tactical armored combat, 1939-40), THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (1861-65), BORODINO (Napoleon at the gates of Moscow, 1812). Note that all these games are now available in boxed form as indicated on the other side of this brochure.

BIG DISCOUNTS FOR S&T SUBSCRIBERS ON ALL SPI GAMES!
(see back of order form for details)

...PLUS A SPECIAL FREE GIFT TO
NEW SUBSCRIBERS:
Napoleon at Waterlooo,
history's greatest battle
presented in a game
specially created to
introduce new reader/
gamers to the essentials of conflict simulation.
GAMES OF THE 17th and 18th CENTURIES

FRIGATE
Tactical Naval Warfare, 17th to early 19th Centuries
Ship-to-ship combat in the age of cannon and sail. Multiple scenarios include actions involving British, Spanish, French, and Dutch fleets.

GRENADIER: Tactical Warfare, 1800-1860
A company/battery/squadron scale game depicting sixteen famous battles in the period dominated by musket and cannon.

AMERICAN REVOLUTION, 1775-1783
A grand-strategic game covering eight years of our struggle for independence from British rule. A novel game-system provides for raising of Continents, Militia and for French intervention.

MUSKET & PIKE: Tactical Combat, 1500-1800
A multi-scenario game covering the period in which the introduction and development of firearms transformed warfare from a hand-to-hand slugfest to a greater contest of speed, precise tactics and massed power.

GAMES OF THE RENAISSANCE & ANCIENT TIMES

RENAISSANCE OF INFANTRY
Tactical Warfare, 1250-1500
Re-fight the battles of Bannockburn, Crecy, Bouvines, Agincourt, and many others, in this multi-scenario, small-unit simulation.

DARK AGES: Tactical Warfare, 700-1300
A multi-scenario game covering the period in which the introduction and development of firearms transformed warfare from a hand-to-hand slugfest to a greater contest of speed, precise tactics and massed power.

FALL OF ROME: Barbarian Invasions, 100-500 AD
An intriguing solitaire game on the military and social disintegration of the Roman Empire. Grand strategic scale; yearly turns.

PHALANX: Tactical Warfare, 500-100 BC
A multi-scenario game that enables players to re-play fifteen major battles of the ancient world. Special rules embody the "feel" of ancient tactics and the effects of chaotically led armies on the battlefront.

CENTURION: Tactical Warfare, 100 BC-800 AD
Seventeen famous battles of the Roman legion, tracing their development and ultimate degeneration as a military system.

ARMAGEDDON: Tactical Combat, 3000-500 BC
Tactical combat in the "Sword" era. Fourteen scenarios re-create representative battles from the dawn of civilization when men first organized the art of killing each other.

STRATEGY II: Strategic Warfare, 350 BC to 1984
Perhaps the largest commercial simulation ever produced, it covers all the aspects of warfare in seven scenarios from Alexander the Great to the potential nuclear holocaust.

SUBSCRIBE TO MOVES MAGAZINE, THE SIMULATION GAMER'S FORUM OF DESIGN THEORY PLAY TECHNIQUE, AND CRITICISM.
MOVES is a game-oriented publication appearing on the alternate months as a 64-page issue. A wide variety of articles generated by the readership and the SPI staff deal with the "nuts and bolts" of game playing and designing. It's a must-have item for every serious player. Each issue is 32 pages long (literally no ads), published bimonthly.

ORDER FORM & PRICE SCHEDULE Send your order to: Simulations Publications, 44 E 23 St., New York, N.Y. 10010.

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
Strategy & Tactics ...
$1...1.50 3 yr. (18 issues) $4.50
$2...3.00 3 yr. (18 issues) $6.50
$3...4.00 3 yr. (18 issues) $8.50
$4...5.00 3 yr. (18 issues) $10.50

SIMULATIINS SERIES GAMES: (listed alphabetically)
Combat Command ....... 68
Combined Arms (Dec 74) ....... 68
Dark Ages ....... 68
Desert War ....... 68
Distinction of AGC ....... 68
East Is Red ....... 68
El Alamein ....... 88
Fall of Rome ....... 88
Flight of the Goose ....... 88
Flying Circus ....... 88
Grenade ....... 88

Mbies Magazine ...
1 yr. (6 issues) ....... 47
2 yrs. (12 issues) ....... 97

Current issue ....... 42

MOVES Magazine ...
1 yr. (6 issues) ....... 47
2 yrs. (12 issues) ....... 97

Current Issue ....... 42

MOVES BACK ISSUES: S9T nrs. 1 through 43 are available at 93 each when ordered! Later issues as they become available. Indicate nrs. desired.

MOVES BACK ISSUES: S9T nrs. 19 through 43 are available at 93 each when ordered! Later issues as they become available. Indicate nrs. desired.

OTHER PUBLISHERS' GAMES:
Diplomacy ....... 60

SPI Illustrated Catalog 4.50

LATEST RELEASES AND ADVANCED ANNOUNCEMENTS: (please do not order until indicated month of availability)

TANKI: Armored Combat from the 1930's to the 1970's Individual tank duel in typical mechanized actions from the beginning of the Blitzkrieg to the present. Available AUG 74.

STARFORCE: "ALPHA CENTAURI"
Interstellar Conflict in the 25th Century
Starships flash across the light-years to do battle with human and non-human adversaries. Strategic/tactical level. Available AUG 74.

OPERATION OLYMPIC: The Invasion of Japan, 1945
A unique single-player game presents the problem of conquering the implacable Japanese in the absence of the A Bomb. Available OCT 74.

PATROL: Man-to-Man Combat in the 20th Century
Individual soldiers clash in small unit actions. Multiple scenarios from WWII through the present. A companion to Sniper! Available OCT 74.

COMBINED ARMS: Tactical Operations, 1939-1960's
Tank/Infantry/Artillery companies simulate the elements of modern combined arms doctrine. Multiple scenarios. Available DEC 74.

WORLD WAR THREE: Global Warfare in the 70's
Hypothetical/strategic "conventional" warfare between the superpowers. Multi-scenario, nuclear options. Available DEC 74.

WOLF PACKI:
Submarine Warfare in the Atlantic, 1939-45
U-Boats hunt the convoys and dodge Allied ASW forces in a tense tactical/operational level simulation. Available FEB 75.

GAME DESIGNERS' EQUIPMENT:
BLANK UNIT COUNTER SHEETS:
44.20 per 100; $64.70 per doz.

HEX SHEETS, PLAIN (22" x 29"
$65.10 per 100; $68.40 per doz.:
1/4" dia. 25mm short; 25mm long
1/4" dia. 33mm short; 33mm long
1/3" dia. 25mm short; 25mm long
1/3" dia. 33mm short; 33mm long

SPI Illustrated Catalog 4.50
SEE "HOW TO ORDER" ON REVERSE SIDE

Please print your complete name and address:

Full Name:
Street:
City:
State:
Zip:
Customer Code:

US Military give SSN:

Total Amount Enclosed:

This space for office use only!

Cash Code:
Total:
Credit:
Postage:
Tax:
HOW TO ORDER
Please read carefully this entire section

Please enclose payment with your order; make check or money order payable to Simulations Publications, Inc. If possible, do not send payment in cash. All payments should be in U.S. funds. Write out your order in exact form, being very specific as to the description and quantity of each separate item desired.

Be sure to write your full name and address (including Zip code) on each sheet of your order. Please do not enclose other correspondence with your order since this causes delays in the processing and fulfillment of your order.

New York State Residents: Please add 4% sales tax on all orders (except orders for magazines).

New York City Residents: Please add 7% sales tax on all orders (except orders for magazines).

All prices apply to orders from the USA, APO/FPO. Prices subject to change without prior notice. Allow three to four weeks for delivery on orders within the Continental US. SPI products are shipped via UPS or Parcel Post.

All unused merchandise is returnable for credit or cash refund within 15 days of date of receipt. If you wish to receive your refund in cash, you must specify “cash refund.” Otherwise a credit voucher will be rendered. Subscription refunds will be rendered on a pro-rated basis.

CANADIAN & FOREIGN ORDERS
All payment on all orders to be sent outside the USA/APO/FPO, should be in U.S. funds made payable to “SPI DISC.” Non-US customers must pay the following surcharges:

SCHEDULE OF SURCHARGES FOR CANADIAN & FOREIGN ORDERS
S&T Subscription: plus $3.00 per year.
MOVES Subscription: plus $1.00 per year.
Game Orders: plus $2.00 on any order for from one to six games; plus an additional $1.00 for each additional half dozen or fraction of a half dozen over the first six games ordered.
Game Design Equipment: plus $1.00 for each half dozen boxes, counter sheets, or hex sheets.
S&T or MOVES Back Issues: plus $1.00 for each six or fraction of six magazines.

Customers are wholly responsible for any import duties their nation imposes.

Please be aware that these charges are for the average additional handling and postage costs we incur when fulfilling a non-U.S. order. Foreign orders are shipped via surface mail (allow six to eight weeks for delivery).

BRITISH AND EUROPEAN CUSTOMERS
We advise you to contact Simulations Publications, United Kingdom requesting a current price list/order form, and to use our UK branch as your source of SPI products. This will result in faster service than dealing with SPI/US. Write to: SPUK, P.O. Box 46, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA 16 6PE, United Kingdom.

SUBSCRIBER DISCOUNTS:
When ordering SPI games by mail directly from SPI, all current S&T subscribers are eligible for the following discounts:

Two boxed SPI games ordered: subtract $1 from the list price of each game.
Three or more boxed SPI games ordered: subtract $2 from list price of each game.

No discount is given on orders for a single boxed game or for any number of unboxed games (Napoleon at Waterloo) or for any number of “other publishers” games. This discount offer is made only to current S&T subscribers or to individuals who subscribe to S&T in the same order that they purchase games. To validate one’s eligibility for this discount, you should include your customer code (the six-letter abbreviation of your name found on your S&T subscription label).

BULK ORDER DISCOUNTS ($300 and over)
All single orders for games, game design equipment, and/or back issues which total $300 (or more) in list price, are eligible for a 30% discount on the list price of that merchandise. This discount will be rendered if the merchandise is paid for in advance and time is allowed for the funds to clear. This discount excludes the use of the multi-game discount described previously. Also, it may not be applied to subscriptions or special offers or service features. Sales taxes and foreign surcharges still apply to all discounted orders.

NOTE: SPI reserves the right to change or withdraw all discount offers without prior notice.

FIRST CLASS PERMIT No.45038
NEW YORK, N.Y.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

postage will be paid by:

SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS, INC.
44 East 23rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10010